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Abstract—The full-duplex (FD) technology enables future mili-
tary radios to simultaneously transmit and receive (STAR) on the
same and adjacent frequencies. This enhances spectral efficiency
and makes simultaneous integrated tactical communications and
electronic warfare operations possible as opposed to the current
time- or frequency-division radios used in military applications.
The main challenge in implementing full-duplex radios is the
strong self-interference (SI) between the transmitter and the
receiver requiring solutions how to cancel the coupling, which
has been largely resolved at higher ultra high frequency (UHF)
bands for low power transmission. This paper presents a radio-
frequency SI cancellation circuit suitable especially for very high-
power military applications at military-relevant lower UHF band
(225–400 MHz). The circuit couples power from the transmitter
and tunes the phase and amplitude of the signal to destructively
combine with the received SI, and thus isolates the receiver and
transmitter. The paper introduces a concept consisting of a 90◦

vector modulator and switchable delay lines for a low-loss and
high-power-handling cancellation circuit that enables operation
with very-high transmit powers of even up to 1 kW.

I. INTRODUCTION

Full-duplex (FD) radio technology has gained significant
scientific attention in communications to increase networks’
spectral efficiency [1], [2]. Implementation of FD commu-
nication in the field of defense and security is relatively
unexplored topic as practically all current military radios
utilize conventional half-duplex communication. In addition
to the enhanced spectral efficiency, FD operation enables also
several novel concepts in military communications [3]–[5]
such as protection by radio shielding [6], using jamming
to facilitate signal intelligence [7] and concurrent tactical
communication and jamming detection [8]. The concepts have
also been demonstrated in laboratory conditions and outdoors
with prototype hardware. The cancellation methods employed
in FD technology have also potential to cancel the out-of-band
interference between collocated military radios [9].

The main challenges to solve for employing FD radio
technology in military systems are to move to other, espe-
cially lower, frequencies and to support significantly higher
transmission powers [2], [10]. Successful cancellation of the
self-interference requires methods in the electromagnetic an-
tenna domain, the analog RF-frontend domain and in digital
baseband. In the analog domain, several cancellation circuits
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a typical full-duplex transceiver with a canceller
(a) and the designed self-interference cancellation circuit (b) that consists of
a six-cable delay bank and a 90-degree vector modulator.

have been presented before. However, so far they are imple-
mented for power levels used in non-military communications,
e.g., for below 40 dBm transmit power levels. The circuits
are implemented with low-power-handling components, and
include losses which would cause a significant thermal load
with higher transmit powers. In addition, the implemented can-
cellers so far operate on frequencies from 1 GHz upwards [1].
Thus, solving these limitations is the major quest for the
development of military full-duplex radios [10].

We develop full-duplex radio technology for the NATO
harmonized UHF band I (225–400 MHz), which is considered
the most appropriate frequency band to create a dedicated
military band for cognitive radios due to its ideal propagation
characteristics for limited range tactical radio systems [11].
As for specific modern waveforms, the band is relevant for
European Secure Software Defined Radio (ESSOR) High Data
Rate Waveform (HDRWF) [12], Soldier Radio Waveform [13],
NATO Narrowband Waveform (NBWF) [14]–[16], and NATO
Wideband Waveform (WBWF) [17]. Furthermore, we aim at
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Fig. 2. Phase maps with 90-degree tuning range in the vector modulator. Projected and realized critical points are circled. The dashed vertical line indicates
the tuning region shown in Fig. 4 at 300 MHz.

supporting at least 100-W radiated power at a transmit antenna
while also maintaining scalability to kilowatt levels in some
electronic warfare applications, e.g., jamming. With physical
isolation between separated transmit and receive antennas or
that given by a circulator in a single-antenna setup, this means
that the RF cancellation circuit has to still tolerate up to several
watts of input power or even tens of watts in extreme cases.

We present an original canceller design that is inspired
by the wideband vector modulator usable for SI cancellation
operating in the band from 1.5 to 6 GHz with insertion loss
of up to 15.4 dB introduced in [18]. Our focus, however, is
not in supporting wide signal bandwidths per se, but only
allow tuning over the wide NATO band, which makes it
feasible to reduce insertion losses by using a delay bank of
six cables instead of a pair of 180-degree hybrid couplers. We
demonstrate the correct operation of the design concept with
simulations and measurements of a prototype.

II. HIGH-POWER CANCELLER DESIGN

Analog RF cancellers operate by coupling a small amount
of power from the transmitter output, tuning its amplitude and
phase to be destructive to the received self-interference, and
then summing it with the received signal. The basic structure
of a transceiver with an RF canceller is illustrated in Fig. 1(a).

The most important part of the RF canceller is the control
of the phase and amplitude of the coupled signal, i.e., 360◦

vector modulation. The canceller’s vector modulator needs
to be able to tune the phase and amplitude accurately for
the whole operating frequency band to be exactly out of
phase with the received self-interference and to match its
amplitude. Typically, the vector modulator is implemented
with an integrated circuit chip but there are no such in the
market that are able to handle much power.

Here, we present a canceller structure which is made of
high-power tolerant components, and at the same time is
wideband to be able to operate in the band of 225–400
MHz. The canceller consists of a delay bank of six cables
from which a fixed delay can be chosen with a switch.
The second component is a vector modulator with amplitude
control and 90◦ phase tuning range that is made from separate
components. Together with the delay bank, the phase tuning
capability is extended to 360◦ for the whole operating band
with an amplitude tuning range of 35 to 40 dB. The system
can be further adjusted for different ranges of transmitter-
receiver antenna isolation by suitable selection of the TX
output coupler. For example, with antenna isolation of roughly
30 dB, a 20 dB coupler could be used in the transmitter output
with the rest of the amplitude tuning done in the canceller.

A. Delay Bank

The delay bank is designed so that by selecting one of
the six cables together with 90◦ tuning range of the vector
modulator, full 360◦ phase range is obtained for the whole
frequency band. If the canceller would operate only at a point
frequency, four cables would be enough as the cable delays
could be chosen with 90◦ intervals. However, for a wide
frequency band, the phase dispersion of the different delay line
cables make covering each possible phase at every frequency
not possible without gaps. For the considered frequency band
of 225 MHz to 400 MHz, it was determined that six cables at
minimum are needed to cover all possible phases. The specific
cable in use can be selected by controlling two SP6T (single-
pole six-throw) switches as seen in Fig. 1(b).

The chosen cable lengths are shown in Table I. Figure 2(a)
shows the designed coverage area obtained with each cable
from n = 1 to n = 6 in the frequency–phase domain. The



TABLE I
CABLES’ SPECIFICATIONS IN THE DELAY BANK

Designed Measured at 225 MHz and 400 MHz
n ln [mm] delay [ns] delay [ns] loss [dB] loss [dB]
1 100 0.505 0.518 0.05 0.07
2 225 1.137 1.124 0.11 0.14
3 357 1.804 1.799 0.12 0.15
4 479 2.421 2.392 0.13 0.17
5 601 3.037 3.019 0.16 0.21
6 760 3.841 3.816 0.19 0.25

thin lines show the overlapping regions between each cable.
The area of a single cable consists of the phase delay due to
the length of the cable and the adjustable 0 to 90◦ additional
delay by an ideal vector modulator described by the equation

φn =
lnf

vP
· 360◦ + θ, (1)

where ln is the length of a cable, f frequency, vP propaga-
tion velocity in the cable, and θ ∈ [0◦, 90◦] the adjustable
delay by the vector modulator. A standard RG-58 coaxial
cable is used for the delay cable with propagation velocity
vP = 0.66 c0, attenuation factor α = 0.2 dB/m at 200 MHz,
and α = 0.32 dB/m at 400 MHz [19]. The shortest cable
length in the cable bank was determined as l1 = 100 mm
for easy practical implementation in the prototype but it could
be anything. The lengths of the other cables are determined
then as additions to this length to yield the correct time delay.

It is seen in Fig. 2(a) that the phase dispersion at the highest
frequency is the limiting factor in the design, i.e., the delays
need to be tuned so that there is high overlap between cables
at the lowest frequency so that there would not be any gaps
at the highest frequency. The lengths of the cables have been
tuned so that there is a minimum of 4 MHz of overlap between
adjacent cables in frequency domain to increase the tolerance
for manufacturing errors. The six-cable design is characterized
by six critical (frequency, phase) pairs, where phase coverage
gaps are most likely to occur due to imperfections:

(225 MHz, 041◦), (300 MHz, 055◦), (370 MHz, 240◦),
(394 MHz, 161◦), (396 MHz, 072◦), (400 MHz, 350◦).

B. Vector Modulator

The detailed structure of the vector modulator is shown in
Fig. 1(b). First, a 90-degree hybrid is used to divide the input
power into two components, the second of which is delayed 90
degrees, i.e., to in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components.
Then, variable attenuators are used the scale both the I- and
Q-components individually. Finally, the I- and Q-components
are summed again in a power combiner, thus yielding the
cancellation signal which can be combined with the RX signal
in the transceiver seen in Fig. 1(a). The weighting of the I-
and Q-components provides a phase tuning range of maximum
0◦ to 90◦, with the extremes achieved when either the I- or
Q-component is fully suppressed.

The variable attenuators are implemented with PIN diodes
as a Waugh-attenuator [20] in which the attenuation is con-
trolled with a series bias voltage. When operated above its
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the variable attenuator in the vector modulator.

cut-off frequency, a PIN diode can be used as a voltage
controlled variable resistor. Figure 3 shows the schematic of a
single attenuator. The four diodes are obtained as an integrated
SOT-25 package whereas the other components are discrete
components.

A basic configuration of a diode-based attenuator is the
π-configuration, where the resistors of a fixed π-attenuator
have been replaced with voltage-controlled diodes, resulting
in a structure with two shunt diodes and one series diode.
Proper biasing of all the diodes is used to obtain the desired
attenuation and simultaneously impedance match at both the
input and output. By replacing the series diode with two
diodes, the biasing network can be simplified, maximum
attenuation increased, and the even-order distortion products
can be reduced [21]. This results in the Waugh-attenuator
configuration used here.

The last element in the vector modulator is the power
combiner, for which a Wilkinson power divider structure is
used. The power combiner combines the I- and Q-component,
with a power loss which depends on the relative amplitudes
of the components.

III. IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, the complete canceller is first simulated
with the theoretically calculated delay cable lengths in the
previous section. The simulated performance is verified by
measurements of a canceller prototype.

A. Simulations

For the practical implementation, first the whole canceller
was simulated in Keysight ADS -software. Circuit models of
the actual components were used. Mini-circuits ZX10Q-2-3-
S+ was used as the 90-degree hybrid and ZMSC-2-1+ as the
power combiner. The attenuator circuit shown in Fig. 3 was
used for the attenuator with Macom MA4P7455-1225 diode
package used for the four diodes. The diode package was se-
lected based on its low insertion loss and high power handling.
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Fig. 4. Tuning region at 300 MHz with each cable as function of output phase and attenuation.

An RG-58 delay cable was included in the simulation and the
length was changed accordingly.

Figure 4(a) shows the simulated phase and amplitude tuning
range of the canceller at 300 MHz. The boundaries of the
tuning range for a single cable are obtained from sweeping the
first attenuator control voltage V1 from 0 to 20 V, and keeping
the second attenuator control voltage V2 either at 0 V or 20 V,
and repeated vice versa. The sweeps are repeated for each
delay bank cable in Table I. A constant phase shift was added
to the simulated results so that the first cable would match the
phase of the measured prototype presented later. This was done
to take into account the delays by the intermediate cables and
PCB traces in the prototype. It is seen that full 360◦ range is
covered with overlap between the cables, indicated also by the
phase map previously. Actually, the sixth cable is redundant at
300 MHz as it covers the same phase range as the first cable as
seen in Fig. 4(a). This was also predicted by the phase map in
Fig. 2(a) where only five cables are needed along the dashed
line at 300 MHz. However, the sixth cable is necessary for
covering full phase range at other frequencies.

Figure 5 shows the simulated amplitude tuning range of
the canceller for the whole frequency range when both the
attenuator control voltages are equally (V1 = V2) tuned from
0 V to 20 V. It is seen that roughly 50 down to 40 dB tuning
range is achieved depending on the frequency.

The phase range with a single cable moves towards higher
phases when tuned to lower amplitudes, seen as counterclock-
wise rotation of the curves in Fig. 4(a). This is caused by
the phase shift of single attenuators when controlled with low
voltages seen in Fig. 7. However, this phase rotation occurs
with each cable and thus full 360◦ coverage is still obtained.
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Fig. 5. Amplitude tuning range of the vector modulator when both attenuators
are tuned with equal voltages (V1 = V2).

B. Measurements

First, the cables were manufactured based on the lengths
designed for the phase map. Table I shows the delays of the
simulated and measured cables, and the losses of the measured
cables at both ends of the frequency range. It is seen that the
desired delays were reached within 3 % accuracy. Fig. 2(b)
shows the phasemap obtained from the measured cables. When
comparing to the simulated phase map, it is seen that most of
the critical points were covered even though there are slight
errors in the cable lengths. However, there is a very small hole
formed at (225 MHz, 41◦) in the measured phasemap. The gap
in missing phase values is only 2◦ wide, therefore the effect
to real-world performance is minimal.

A prototype of the vector modulator was manufactured



based on the simulations. The two attenuators based on Fig. 3
were implemented on two small PCBs. Discrete components
with connectors were used for the 90-degree hybrid and the
power combiner, which were connected to the attenuators
with coaxial cables. The delay bank cables were connected
one-by-one to the hybrid, i.e., SP6T switches were not yet
used for the measurement in this initial study. Figure 6 shows
the manufactured vector modulator with external DC cables
providing the bias voltages to control the attenuators.

The performance of the prototype — the vector modulator
together with the delay cables — was measured with a vector
network analyzer (VNA). Figure 5 shows the measured atten-
uation range of the vector modulator while Fig. 4(b) shows
the measured phase-magnitude tuning region at 300 MHz. It
is seen that for high control voltages the attenuation follows
closely the simulations. However, for voltages below 1 V,
the attenuation deviates from the simulated value, and the
maximum attenuation is 5 to 10 dB lower for the measured
prototype, i.e., the measured attenuators do not have as high
isolation as the simulated ones. The difference in the measured
and simulated plots at low magnitudes can be seen also in
Fig. 7 at control voltages below 2 V.

The prototype has some non-idealities. The 90-degree hy-
brid has a phase unbalance of 3◦ to 4◦, and amplitude
unbalance of 0.7 dB at the operating band. The attenuators
have non-linear phase and magnitude response when tuning the
control voltage. The power combiner has a maximum phase
and amplitude unbalance of 4◦ and 0.3 dB. The components
have limited isolation and slight mismatch which can cause
slight errors due to reflections. The non-idealities cause de-
viation from the designed performance, however, the overlap
between cables still enables successful operation. If needed,
the nonlinear part of the attenuator phase response in Fig. 7
can be avoided by selecting the TX output coupler such that
canceller attenuator remains in the linear phase range.

The longest cable at the top frequency has 0.25 dB loss, the
90-degree hybrid a typical insertion loss of 0.6 dB, a single
attenuator an adjustable insertion loss from 1.4 dB to 37 dB,
the power combiner 0.6 dB with additional loss of 3 dB when
the I- and Q-components are equal. This renders worst-case
insertion loss of 6 dB. When the TX power is 100 W and a 10
dB coupler is used for canceller input, in the worst case, 0.6 W
is lost in the cable, 1.2 W in the hybrid, 2.4 W at minimum
in the attenuators, and 3.3 W in the power combiner. This
corresponds to situation of roughly 16 dB antenna isolation.

The maximum input powers of the hybrid and the attenuator
are 15 W and 20 W, respectively, so they fulfill the power re-
quirement easily. However, the internal dissipation limit of the
combiner used in the preliminary prototype is only 0.125 W.
The future next prototype version will employ a high-power
combiner, e.g., Mini-Circuits SYPS-2-52HP+, with dissipation
limit of 6 W — this enables even higher powers than 100 W to
be used. Furthermore, the power handling requirement depends
heavily on antenna isolation, which is usually higher than
16 dB required with the above numbers. Increasing the antenna
isolation would enable even higher TX powers to be used.

Fig. 6. Prototype of the vector modulator part of the canceller.
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Fig. 7. Phase non-linearity of a single attenuator when tuning the control
voltage.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented the design of an analog self-
interference cancellation circuit for the military-relevant 225–
400 MHz band and beyond 100-W power handling. The design
comprises a wideband 90-degree vector modulator, which is
implemented with PIN-diode-based variable attenuators, and
a bank of six delay lines for achieving full 360◦ tuning
range for all frequencies in the band. The viability of the
concept was demonstrated with simulations and measuring
the delay bank’s cables and a vector modulator prototype.
The next research steps will be to implement a full, revised
prototype of the cancellation circuit and demonstrate the actual
cancellation performance as well as to design and implement
control electronics and algorithms along the lines of [22]–
[24]. We also consider using multiple parallel cancellers with
different delay lines for multipath cancellation.
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